
Garden of the
Names of Allah

AL KHABEER



Welcome to the 
GARDEN OF THE 
NAMES OF ALLAH.



Allah called Himself with the

Most Beautiful Names, unlike

ourselves who are named by our

parents or someone else. 



We cannot make up Names

for Allah. His Names are

according to what He told us

in the Qur’an and what the

Prophet (ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص) told us.



Each Name is beautiful and has an attribute 

with it. For example, someone might be called

“Jameel” which means “beautiful” but they may

not be beautiful. Unlike Allah Whose every

Name and every attribute is real. 



In this book we will learn the Name of Allah 

Al Khabeer. In life, someone might have

expertise in something because they went

through mistakes and learned from it, or they

went through certain circumstances and

started to invent new things.



When we train in something for so long, 

then we will have expertise in it.



Anyone who has expertise in something is

because they learned it from someone else.



Allah Al Khabeer is expert in in everything

without learning from anyone or going through

mistakes to learn it.



Allah is All-Aware of all the types of creations,

all their colors and all their roles. All is All-Aware

of us and knows everything about us.



Allah Al Khabeer (All-Aware) knows what the

result will be if we study or do not study, if we do

something or do not do something, if we say

something or do not say something. 



Allah is All-Aware of what is inside our hearts.

He knows if we are happy or upset, He knows

what word will make us happy and He knows

what word will make us upset. 



Sometimes we could be

laughing and sometimes

crying and He knows the

reason for it. 



Allah Al Khabeer knows

the details and what the

result will be.



Allah Al Khabeer knows which type of food

is good for us, He knows what we like to eat

and what we do not like to eat. 



Allah Al Khabeer knows what causes

something to move, and what causes

something to become silent and not move.

Allah knows what will make it move again. 



Allah Al Khabeer knows all the

decrees that come our way so we

should not be upset with any decree

because Allah is All-Aware of it.



Allah Al Khabeer knows what will make us pray,

He knows what will bring out the best from us, He

knows what faults we have so that we correct

ourselves and ask for repentance.  



WHEN WE BELIEVE IN 

ALLAH AL KHABEER…
WHAT SHOULD WE DO?



We ask Allah Al Khabeer to give us expertise in

matters that concern us so that we can do it in

the fastest and easiest way. 



Someone with expertise can finish something

quickly and in the easiest way so that life

becomes easy.



We ask Allah Al Khabeer to give us expertise in

what we are learning and to overcome all that we

face.



Sometimes there are different

paths to take, but Allah Al

Khabeer will show us the

easiest and shortest way.



With Allah Al Khabeer, He will

bring out the best from us. 



May Allah Al Khabeer give us the awareness

to be happy in this life and the next. Ameen. 




